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Excellence in Malta and beyond

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
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CUSTOMISED AND COMPREHENSIVE
MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS 

BRAVO AIRCRAFT
TECHNICAL SERVICES



Transit, daily and weekly checks
Phase checks, up to and including ‘A’ checks
Defect troubleshooting and rectification
LRU replacement including engines
Issuance of EASA Form 1 for removed serviceable components
Cabin maintenance
In-flight entertainment system troubleshooting
NDT in collaboration with experienced aircraft industry partners
Engine borescope inspection
Engine ground runs
Aircraft exterior and interior deep clean
Aircraft interior disinfection
Aircraft physical weighing
Towing
Line station set up 
Registration change 

LINE MAINTENANCE SERVICES

SERVICES

BASE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Pre/Post aircraft paint maintenance checks
Bare metal inspections
Aircraft physical or calculated weighing
Flight control moment change calculation and balancing
Defect rectifications during ground time

FLIGHT SUPPORT
FSE support for ad hoc flights to remote locations
FSE support for both chartered and scheduled
operations to unsupported locations
FSE support for VIP operations

PARTS/LOGISTICS
Supply of spare parts, components and consumables
Sourcing of spare parts, components and consumables
Warehousing and consignment
Logistic services
24/7 AOG Support

ENGINE BORESCOPE
Borescope Inspections 
Full records reviews
Engine shop visit management
Acceptance and redelivery checks and audits

OTHER
Pre-purchase inspection 
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Bravo Aircraft Technical Services Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of the 3PLEX
GROUP, providing Part-145 approved aircraft maintenance and engineering solutions
from its base in Malta, across Europe and the greater Mediterranean area. BATS
specialises in Line Maintenance and Paint Limited Base Maintenance services with AOG
and Parts / Logistics coverage on request.

Bravo Aircraft Technical Services Limited provides its customers with a round-the-clock
range of customised and comprehensive maintenance solutions to support their
operational needs. The organisation’s highly trained, qualified and experienced aircraft
engineers are available to support clients in the servicing, maintenance and defect repair
of aircraft with focus on assisting to achieve the highest levels of service provision and
reliability by ensuring fast, efficient and cost-effective maintenance turn-around, resulting
in maximum utilisation of the aircraft.

ABOUT US

Airbus A320F, A330F, A340F Series
Boeing 737-300/900, 737-7/8/9, 747-8,
747-400, 757, 767, 777, 787
Bombardier CL-600-2B16 (604 Variant)
(GE CF34), BD-700 Series

AIRCRAFT TYPES



LOCATION

Bravo Aircraft Technical Services Limited is
located in Gudja, in close proximity to the Malta
International Airport. Strategically situated in
the middle of the Mediterranean Sea, the
Maltese Islands are easily accessible from
various international airports.

Central Business Centre, Tarxien Road
Gudja, GDJ 1907, Malta, EU

EASA
Aruba
Cayman
Guernsey

APPROVALS

https://3plexgroup.com/contact-us/


KEY CLIENTS

Bravo Aircraft Technical Services
Limited is proud to have a loyal
customer base from various aircraft
lessors. 

“Good paint facility and very good Part-145.
Every day available for the customer.”

 

KLM



Aviation Maintenance Academy is a maintenance
training organisation approved to provide training
and conduct examinations within its approval
schedule and in accordance with Annex IV (Part-
147) of Regulation (EU) No 1321/2014.

3PLEX AERO Ltd. is the first locally established
stand-alone CAMO providing services specifically
aimed to fulfil all of your aviation safety
requirements, help increasing safety and improve
processes at reduced costs.

SISTER COMPANIES

Fortrex is the first asset record company specifically
aimed to Malta’s aviation industry. Fortrex
comprises of underground storage facilities
intended to provide adequate storage place for
operator/lessors asset hard copy historical records.

Design-21 Projects Limited is an EASA approved
design organisation, providing approval and
certification for minor changes specifically to
aircraft interiors and external design layouts both
to commercial and corporate jet aircraft.
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Central Business Centre, Tarxien Road
Gudja, GDJ 1907, Malta, EU

+356 27543212

customer.support@batsaero.com
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